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ANALYZING POWERS AND PROTON SPIN TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS

IN THE ELASTIC SCATTERING OF 800 MeV POLARIZED PROTONS

FROM AN L-TYPE POLARIZED DEUTERON TARGET AT SMALL MOMENTUM TRANSFERS

by

David Laurence Adams

ABSTRACT

Analyzing powers and spin transfer coefficients which describe

the elastic scattering of polarized protons from a polarized deuteron

target have been measured. The energy of the proton beam was 800 HeV

and data vere taken at laboratory scattering angles of 7, 11, 14, and

16.5 degrees. One analyzing power was also measured at 180 degrees.

Three linearly independent orientations of the beam polarization were

used and the target was polarized parallel and antiparallel to the

direction of the beam momentum. The data were taken with the high

resolution spectrometer at the Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility

(experiment 685). The results are compared with multiple scattering

predictions based on Dirac representations of the nucleon-nucleon

scattering matrices.
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I. Introduction

Proton-deuteron elastic scattering at medium energies (~ 1 GeV)

is sensitive to both the structure of the deuteron and the medium

energy nucleon-nucleon scattering matrices. The latter are

interesting because they provide information about the internal

structure of the nucleons and because they are an essential ingredient

in the description of medium energy nucleon-nucleus scattering.

Because the deuteron consists of only two nucleons, it should be

possible to obtain a theoretical understanding of its structure which

is more complete than that for any other nucleus. Of course, there

are many other experiments which are sensitive to either the deuteron

structure or the nucleon-nucleon matrices and it is not necessary to

extract both from these measurements alone. Proton-deuteron elastic

scattering also tests the different reaction mechanisms used to

describe both this and other proton-nucleus scattering processes.

Other readily available probes for studying the deuteron

structure include the electron and the pion. The electron provides a

relatively clean probe because it appears to have no internal

structure but it is sensitive only to the electromagnetic structure of

the deuteron. Thus, experiments performed with electrons are

complementary to those making use of strongly interacting particles

like the proton and pion. Pions are not available with the same

intensity or range of energies as the proton. Also, because the pion

has no spin, it is necessary to polarize the deuteron target or



measure the spin cf the recoil deuteron to determine anything beyond

the unpolarized cross section for the elastic reaction.

The on-shell nucleon-nucleon scattering matrices can be

determined directly in proton-proton and proton-neutron scattering

experiments. However, the proton-neutron matrix is not completely

determined in our energy range because of the difficulties inherent in

doing experiments with a neutral particle. Perhaps most interesting

is that proton-deuteron elastic scattering and other medium energy

proton-nucleus interactions are sensitive to the additional off-shell

pieces of the nucleon-nucleon scattering matrices which appear when

they are expressed in terms of the relativistic Dirac operators

instead of the usual Pauli operators. Early applications of such

nucleon-nucleon matrices to the scattering of of protons from spin

zero nuclei are given in references 1-4. The predictions based on the

relativistic matrices are different and often in better agreement with

experiment than those made with the traditional nonrelativistic forms.

There also can be significant differences between relativistic and

nonrelativistic predictions for spin observables in proton-deuteron

elastic scattering. Different relativistic models also produce

different predictions.

The spin structure of the proton-deuteron elastic reaction is

quite complicated. Assuming invariance under parity and time

reversal, the scattering matrix includes 12 independent complex

functions of energy and momentum transfer. Thus, to completely

determine the matrix up to an overall phase, it is necessary to



measure at least 23 independent observables. However, there are only

six linearly independent observables which can be determined in

experiments where the incident deuteron is not polarized and the

polarization of the scattered deuteron is not measured. These include

the unpolarized cross section, either the analyzing power or induced

proton polarization, and four Wolfenstein parameters. The latter are

essentially the elements of the rotation matrix which connect the

incoming and outgoing proton polarizations. There is much additional

information contained in observables which involve the polarization of

the deuteron.

For this reason, we are performing a series of experiments with

polarized deuteron targets. Here we describe a small angle experiment

(5 < ©igt, < 20°) performed with a deuteron target polarized parallel

to the momentum of the incident polarized proton beam. Assuming

parity invariance, we have measured the two analyzing powers and six

proton spin transfer coefficients which involve the vector

polarization of the target. We have also made a rough measurement of

the analyzing power which connects the tensor polarization of the

target with the beam polarization. In addition to these small

momentum transfer observables, we have determined for backward

scattering the one analyzing power which involves the vector

polarization of the target.



II. Formalism

In order to make the connection between our experimental data and

theoretical calculations, we define a set of observables, the

C-coefficients. We first introduce a coordinate system and two sets

of spin operators to descri/be the spin 1/2 proton and spin 1 deuteron.

Coordinate Systems

We define two spatial coordinate systems — one to describe the

spins of the incident particles and a second for the scattered proton.

In both cases we define a right handed orthonormal basis (S, N, L).

The longitudinal vector L is parallel to the momentum of the incident

proton, k* , in the first system and parallel to the scattered proton

momentum, k£, in the second. The normal direction N is the same in

both systems and points perpendicular to the scattering plane along

the direction kj x kr. The sideways direction is defined by

S = N x L. Because the momenta change sign under a parity

transformation, S and L also change sign and N is unaffected.

Spin 1/2

Denote a complete set of four spin 1/2 operators by o& where

a = O,S,N,L. Here OQ is the unit operator and cr- = a- i (i = S,N,L)

where a is the usual Pauli operator. Because this operator describes



angular momentum, it does not change sign under a parity

transformation and <?c and a^ change sign under parity while OQ and a^

do noc.

If a system of spin 1/2 particles (e.g., the incident beam or

scattered protons) is described by the density matrix p, then the

polarization of the system is described by the vector p = (pg, p^, p^)

where p^ = <a^> = tr(paj)/tr(p). The density matrix can be expressed

in terms of the spin operators and the components of polarization:

P = j (1 + PS
ffs + pNCTN

Spin 1

We denote an overcomplete set of ten spin one operators by J

where a = O,S,N,L,SN,SL,NL,SS,NN,LL. Here Jg is the unit operator,

Jj = J«i (i = S,N,L) are the components of the usual spin one angular

momentum operator J, and the symmetric tensor operators are defined by

Jij = T(J^>J-; + "J-ĵ i) ~ ^Sj*. This set of operators is overcomplete

because Jgg + Jj^ + JLL = O. Because the angular momentum operator is

invariant under parity, those operators in which either but not both

of the indices S and L appear an odd number of times (Js, JNL, ...)

change sign under a parity transformation while those remaining (Jg,

Jjq, Jg^f • • •) do not.



An arbitrary mixture of spin one particles can be described by

the density matrix p with components of polarization given by

p = <J> = tr(pJa)/tr(p). Although there are ten equations here, the

first is trivial, PQ = 1, and the relationship p s g + p^j, + p L L = 0

follows from the similar equation for the spin operators. Thus, there

are eight independent polarizations (three vector and five tensor)

which describe a system of spin one particles. However, for the case

of a system with a symmetry axis, there are only two independent

polarizations (one vector and one tensor). In our case, where the

deuteron target polarization is cylindrically symmetric about the L

direction, the density matrix can be written as

P = | (1 + |PJL + |PTJLL)

where P = p^ is the vector polarization and PT = p L L is the tensor

polarization.

Observables

The definitions for the observables follow naturally from the

introduction of the scattering matrix which contains all information

about the scattering process. The construction of this operator is

generally the aim of a theoretical calculation. The scattering matrix

F operates in the spin space of both particles connecting the incoming

state |i> to the scattered state |o> = F|i>. The density matrix



describing the outgoing state is connected to that of the incoming

state by p Q U t = F p i n F
+.

Because the beam and target are prepared independently, the

density matrix describing the initial combined spin state is the

product of the incoming proton and deuteron density matrices:

Pin = g d + PsffS + PNffN + PLffL> <* + 2?JL + |PTJLL>

The yield or cross section is given by Y = tr(pout) and the outgoing

proton polarizations are given by pj = tr(poutaj)/tr(pout)

(i = S,N,L).

The observables, the C-coefficients, are defined by

aa'bP tr(FF+)

and we make use of the abbreviated notation A g a = C a a QQ and

C a a jj = C ijQ to reduce the number of indices. Those coefficients in

which either but not both of the indices S and L appear an odd number

of times (ACQ, CQTI M, CQ^ og> •••) change sign under parity and must

vanish because we assume invariance under the transformation. The

yield and outgoing polarizations can be expressed in terms of the

observables and the incoming polarizations. For an L-type deuteron

target and a proton beam with arbitrary polarization, the yield is

given by



and the components of the scattered proton's polarization are

= »SP + (CSO,S +

<CLO,S

[ (C + f,N + fC0LL,NPT> + fCSL,Np?

1 3
<CN0,N + 2CNLLfN

PT>PN +
 2 CLL»

= Y ! ^ ^
 +

 <C
 +

 |,^ + <CSO,L + |CSLL,LPT)PS

|CNL,LPPN

Here YQ is the yield for unpolarized beam and target.

Analyzing Powers

We collectively refer to the coefficients A a a as analyzing

powers. We are sensitive to five of these in this experiment but,

because the tensor polarization of the target is quite small, the

sensitivity to either A Q L L or A N L L is weak. The usual uncorrelated

proton analyzing power A^Q has been measured previously and we

present our results as a check. The analyzing powers of interest are

A S L and A L I /



The extraction of the analyzing powers directly from equation 1

requires the measurement of the relative cross section for a variety

of beam and target polarizations. This would require relative

normalization of the beam intensity and effective target thickness

over the course of the entire experiment. We obtain much greater

precision by measuring only the asymmetry due to the beam

polarization,

Y(p)
c ~ ~

Y<p)

ANOPl

- Y(-p)

+ Y(-p)

I + 2 SLPS]

1

3 1
' + 2ALLPL + 2ANLLPNPT

+ 2A0LLPT

(3)

This asymmetry does not depend on any long term normalization because

the direction of the beam polarization was reversed every couple

minutes.

The analyzing power AQ,T has been previously measured.

Equation 3 can be used to evaluate some or all of the remaining

analyzing powers provided we have a sufficient number of independent

measurements. Each measurement must include the beam and target

polarization as well as the asymmetry.



Spin Transfer Coefficients

We refer to the parameters C a a ̂  (b * 0) as spin transfer

coefficients. These require measurement of the polarization of the

scattered proton as well as that of the beam and target. The

evaluation of these coefficients is complicated because we cannot

distinguish proton-deuteron elastic and background events when we

measure the polarization of the scattered protons. However, because

the background events involve scattering from unpolarized materials

(primarily carbon and oxygen), the cross section and the polarization

of the scattered proton have a relatively simple dependence on the

incoming polarization:

Y = YQ[1 + DNOpN]

YQ

Ps = T[DssPsY bbr5> LbrLiJ I

Yo
- T
Yo

PL - T

These relations are analogous to equations 1 and 2 with D^Q, D Q N , and

DJJ replacing A N Q , CQQ N, and C^Q J. These coefficients do not

describe a single reaction but are an average over all the reactions

which make up the unpolarized background. A more precise definition

of these coefficients and the justification for treating them as

constant are given in appendix A.
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Denote the proton-deuteron elastic and background yields by Y(d)

and Y(bg) and their sum by Y(tot). The measured polarization will be

a combination of that due to proton-deuteron elastic events and that

from the background

Assuming invariance under parity, the outgoing polarization may be

written (i,j = S,N,L)

j = M 0j + E Mij

M0S - 2 R COL,S P

M0N = R fC00,N + 2 CNLL,N.PT + r

M0L = | R COL,L F

MSS = R *CSO,S + 2 CSLL,S PT + r D£

MNS = 2 R CNL,S P
1

M — O f f i f D v - H
HLS " K lLLO,S + 2 LLL,S FT + r UL
MSN = 2 R CSL,N P

1
MNN K lLNO,N + 2 NLL,N vl + r

MLN = f R CLL,N P

MSL = R tCSO,L + 2 CSLL,L PT + r D S L '

MNL = 2 R CNL,L P

nLL K l°LO,L + 2 ULLL,L ^T + r ULLJ

Here R = YQ(d)/Y(tot) and r = Y0(bg)/Y0(d). The subscript 0 indicates

the yield is that for unpolarized beam and target.

11



At the focal plane, we are able to measure only two of the three

components of the polarization of the scattered proton but these are

both mixtures of all three of the components at the target. We are

sensitive to all 12 of the elements Mj a (i * S,N,L, a = O,S,N,L) which

appear in equation 4. Six of the elements contain only one observable

and depend on the vector polarization of the target. These

observables are the six spin transfer coefficients of interest: CQT «,

C0L,L' CNL,S' CSL,N' CLL,N' and CNL,L'

In each of the remaining terms, a proton-deuteron elastic

observable which does not depend on the target polarization appears in

combination with one which depends on the tensor polarization and with

a background coefficient. Again, because the tensor polarization was

quite small and always had the same sign, there is little sensitivity

to the six tensor observables ( C ^ L JJ> ̂ SLL S' • • • ) • ^he ratio r does

not depend on the beam polarization and did not vary significantly

between runs. Consequently, we are not able to separate the remaining

proton-deuteron elastic observables (the induced polarization CQQ «

and the five Volfenstein parameters C-Q •) from the same observables

for the background. We can only determine the linear combinations

(MQ>T, MCC> ...) which are defined in equation 4. These last six

observables have been measured previously using data with virtually no

background.

12



Summary

Our data allow us to extract the two analyzing povers and six

spin transfer coefficients which involve the L-component of the

incoming deuteron vector polarization. The analyzing power involving

the LL-component of the tensor polarization is also determined but

with much greater uncertainty. Measurement of the beam and target

polarization is necessary for all observables. The determination of

the analyzing powers also requires the measurement of the asymmetry

due to the beam polarization for each orientation of beam and target

polarizations. The extraction of the spin transfer coefficient's

requires the additional measurement of two components of the scattered

proton's polarization and the yield ratio R for each orientation.

13



III. Experimental Conditions

The data discussed here constitute the second part of LAMPF

experiment 685 and were taken during August and September of 1984.

Polarized 800 MeV protons were scattered from an L-type polarized

deuteron target and the yield and outgoing polarization of the

scattered protons were measured at the focal plane of the high

resolution spectrometer (HRS).

Beam

1 7
We made use of the LAMPF polarized proton (p-) beam which is

produced by a Lamb shift ion source. The beam is not completely

polarized because, at the source, only the hydrogen atoms in the 2S

state are fully polarized while the background of ground state ions

are almost unpolarized. The contribution from the background varies

from 15-30% and has been measured to have a polarization of about 3%

in the direction opposite that of the remainder of the beam. It is

possible to measure the relative intensity of this background by

detuning the source so that no 2S atoms are produced. This is

referred to as the quench cycle. The magnitude of the polarization

can be calculated by comparing the intensity of the polarized beam,

I , with that during the quench cycle, I :

p = 1 - 1.03 -51 .

14



A polarization of nearly equal magnitude but opposite sign is obtained

by reversing the direction of the magnetic field in the source. The

two polarized states are referred to as normal and reverse beam. It

is easy to change from any of the states (normal, reverse, or

quenched) to any other in a few seconds. During our run, the

polarization vas reversed every two minutes with a quench cycle of

approximately five seconds between each reversal.

The polarized protons are accelerated as H- ions. After exiting

the source, the ions are accelerated to 0.75 MeV by a Cockroft-Walton

accelerator which injects them into an Alvarez drift tube accelerator.

There the beam energy is increased to 100 MeV and this beam is

injected into the main accelerator where the energy can be increased

to a maximum of 800 MeV in a series of side-coupled cavities. The

total length of the accelerators is about 800 meters. At 800 MeV, a

much more intense unpolarized H+ beam is accelerated along with the

polarized beam and these are separated in a switchyard which diverts

the polarized beam into line X.

At the end of line X, the polarized H- beam passes through a wire

or grid which strips the electrons from some fraction of the beam.

The fraction converted to protons is easily varied by changing the

stripper. The protons are then separated from the rest of the beam by

a pair of bending magnets which deflect them into line C. Three

additional bending magnets steer this beam toward the HRS and provide

a momentum dispersion of 22 cm/%. The bending magnets are followed by

a series of five quadrupole magnets which rotate the beam so that the

15



dispersion is in the vertical direction. This is necessary because

the vertical spectrometer is dispersion matched. These and other

quadrupole magnets in lines X and C are used to focus the beam. Small

adjustments to the position of the beam are made with steering magnets

located at various positions in the beam lines. Between the last two

quadrupole magnets and about ten meters before the target, the beam

passes through the line C polarimeter. Two ion chambers directly

behind the target intercept all of the beam and are used to monitor

the intensity. Figure 1 shows the beam transport system from the end

of the accelerator to the HRS.

We made use of three different orientations of the beam

polarization. The coordinate system used to specify the polarization

at the polarimeter is such that L points along the direction of the

beam momentum, N points upward, and S = N * L; i.e., to the left

facing downstream. This polarization was in the SL plane about 60

degrees from L for the first two weeks. The two orientations for the

next five and last seven days were both in the NL plane about 50

degrees from L. See figure 2.

We ran with a beam intensity of about 5x10" protons/sec at seven

degrees and 2*10 at the other angles. The intensity at the larger

angles was limited to minimize the depolarization of the target. The

intensity at seven degrees allowed us to write 200-300 events/sec to

tape and the lowest data acquisition rate was about 50 events/sec at

16.5 degrees.

16
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Figure III-l

Switchyard, line X, and line C.
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N

N

Figure III-2

The three orientations of the beam polarization at the line C

polarimeter. The solid line is the normal beam state and the dashed

line is the reverse. In each case, the missing component was very

close to zero*
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The beam at the HRS target is 2-3 mm vide and can have a height

up to about 2 cm. In order to minimize the intensity on any one

region of the target, a steering magnet was used to sweep the beam

back and forth in the horizontal direction. The range of motion was

about 4 mm to either side. The height of the beam was about 2 cm to

match that of the target. The position and size of the beam were

checked regularly between runs by inserting a small wire chamber into

the beam near the target. This beam spot and the maximum intensity

quoted above correspond to a flux of about 1X10 protons/sec/cm2.

The ion chambers behind the target used to monitor the beam

intensity are filled with a mixture of hel,ium (902) and carbon dioxide
i

(10Z) for most HRS experiments. However,, Because of the low beam

intensities during our runs, we ran with only krypton in one chamber

and only xenon in the other. The accumulated charge was summed with

special integrators which have a sensitivity of 10 coulombs. These

conditions enabled us to obtain an output pulse from either integrator

with about 5*103 protons.

Target

We used the KEK polarized target in a spin frozen mode. The

target material was fully deuterated propanediol in the form of small

beads in a He/ He liquid bath. This bath provided a dilution

refrigerator which kept the target temperature at about 50 mK. The

target was centered in the superconducting R and A magnet which was

19



operated with a central field of 10 kgauss. The beam travelled along

the axis of the magnet such that the field was in the same direction

as the beam momentum.

The target was repolarized every one to four days and an NMR

measurement of the polarization was made before and after each

polarization. A few measurements were also made without repolarizing.

For polarization and measurement of the polarisation, the central

field of the magnet was increased to 25 kgauss. The target could be

polarized either parallel or antiparallel to the beam momentum and

approximately equal amounts of data were taken with the two directions

at each angle for each orientation of the beam polarization. Figure 3

shows the target flask, the walls of the target cryostat, and the

beam. The target was fairly thick (> 2 cm) to obtain a sufficiently

large yield with the low beam intensities required to keep the target

from depolarizing. The cryostat walls were replaced with thin windows

over much of the area where they intercepted either the incoming beam

or the the trajectories of particles scattered into the acceptance of

the spectrometer.

Raasonable care was taken to ensure that the region in which the

beam intercepted the target was within the limited acceptance of the

spectrometer. X-rays were taken to determine the position of the

target inside the cryostat and the cryostat was surveyed into place.

Before taking any other data, we did some scattering measurements to

check the positions of the target and beam. A steering magnet vas

used to place the beam at different horizontal positions on the target

20



2 en

Figure III-3

Horizontal cross section of the target flask, the cryostat walls and

windows, and the beam.
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and the yield was measured both with the spectrometer set at 20

degrees and with scintillator telescopes located above and below the

target. The target was moved 5 mm downstream as a result of these

measurements and the yields were measured again. The results of the

these final measurements are presented in figure 4. From this figure,

we see that the HRS yield began to decrease about 5 mm on either side

of the central beam position. The yield from the scintillator

telescopes began to decrease about 5 mm to the left and began to

increase 5 mm on the right side. This increase was expected because,

on the right side, the beam can pass through additional propanediol

contained in the neck, of the target. These final results are

consistent with the desired positioning of the target.

Detectors

The HRS is a vertical, dispersion matched, QDD spectrometer with

a total bend of 150 degrees (see figure 5). The spectrometer can be

moved on a circular track over a wide range of horizontal scattering

angles. The angular acceptance of the spectrometer is about. ±1 degree

in horizontal direction and ±2 degrees in the vertical. The focusing

is point-to-point in the vertical and parallel-to-point in the

horizontal. At 800 MeV, the full energy acceptance is about 35 MeV at

the focal plane and an additional scintillator, SX, can be added to

the trigger to reduce this acceptance to 20 MeV.

22
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Figure III-4

Yield obtained with the HRS (top) and with the scintillator telescopes

(bottom) as a function of beam position. The units on the horizontal

axis are mm and are positive when the beam was moved to the right

facing downstream.
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77cm

Figure III-5

High resolution spectrometer. Ve did not make use of the multipole

between the two bending magnets.
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Ve took data with the HRS set at 7, 11, 14, and 16.5 degrees.

These are the horizontal scattering angles at the center of the

angular acceptance. The central vertical scattering angle would have

been zero if the magnetic field used to maintain the target

polarization had not been present. Because the proton-deuteron

elastic cross section falls rapidly with increasing scattering angle

in this region (about a factor of two in two degrees), the event

averages of the (polar) scattering angles were about 0.2 degrees less

than the HRS angles.

The positions of the scintillators, chambers, and carbon blocks

at the focal plane are shown in figure 6. The front scintillators SI

and S2 are 10 * 56 cm2 and the rear scintillators SP1 and SP2 are

38 x 76 cm2 and overlap by about 3 cm. One trigger used to start the

TDC's and ADC's was given by a coincidence between SI, S2, and either

SP1 or SP2, i.e., SI-S2-(SP1+SP2). The vertical acceptance was

reduced for some runs by including SX in the trigger, i.e., by using

the trigger SX-SI-S2-(SP1+SP2). SX is 10 x 30 cm2 and was positioned

directly behind SI.

There are two delay line drift chambers in front of the carbon

blocks and two behind. Each chamber consists of two pairs of planes -

one pair with horizontal wires and the other with vertical wires. The

two planes in each pair are offset by half a wire spacing to resolve

the left-right ambiguity. The front chambers (i.e., those in front of

the carbon blocks) are 10 * 60 cm2 and the rear chambers are

60 x 60 cm2. The second, third, and fourth chambers are located 50,

25
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Figure III-6

Arrangement of scintillators, chambers, and carbon blocks at the focal

plane. Also shown are the definitions of the carbon scattering angles

and the carbon scattering frame.
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116, and 141 cm behind the first chamber. The wire spacing in all

planes is 0.081 cm.

The carbon blocks are 41 x 65 x 3 cm3 and can be added or removed

singly. We used nine blocks.

The front chambers determine the trajectory of particles coming

out of the spectrometer before rescattering in the carbon blocks.

This trajectory is used to calculate the momentum transfer, the

horizontal and vertical scattering angles, and the y-component of the

scattering point at the target. (At the target, y lies in the

horizontal plane and is orthogonal to the beam direction.) The polar

and azimuthal scattering angles at the target are calculated from the

horizontal and vertical angles. The momentum transfer and (polar)

scattering angle are used to calculate the missing mass for a

particular reaction — in our case d(p,p).

The rear chambers determine the trajectory after rescattering.

This trajectory is combined with that from the front chambers to

reconstruct the polar and azimuthal scattering angles in the carbon.

These angles are used to calculate the two components of polarization

perpendicular to the incident direction of motion.

The data used to calculate the focal plane polarizations (FPP

data) were taken with a cut utilizing fast rejection circuitry in the

microprofeTammable branch driver (MBD). Most events which had polar

carbon scattering angles of less than approximately 2 degrees were not

27



written to tape. These events are not useful because the carbon

analyzing power is very small at small angles. One event in twenty

was flagged and written to tape without being subjected to the MBD

test. These events were used for alignment of the rear chambers. The

data used to calculate the asymmetries were taken without the MBD cut.

Because the energy of the scattered proton is strongly correlated

to the angle for larger scattering angles, the 20 MeV acceptance of

the trigger with SX in was not considered adequate in all cases. All

seven degree data and the 11 and 14 degree FPP data were taken with SX

in the trigger but the remaining data with the exception of two of the

14 degree asymmetry runs were taken without SX.
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IV. Beam Polarization

The beam polarization at the line C polarimeter (LCPO) is

expressed in terms of the magnitude of the beam polarization, p, the

ratio of the N-component to the magnitude, rN = pN/p, and the

S-component ratio, rg = Pg/p. The polarization at the target is

obtained by rotating the polarization at the LCPO about the beam axis

by the angle 9 to account for precession in the field of the holding

magnet. In addition, because the scattered protons are deflected

downward in the holding field, the protons entering at the center of

the spectrometer entrance have scattered upward. Therefore, the

central scattering plane is rotated about the beam axis by an angle 9Q

relative to the horizontal plane.

The beam polarization at the target is expressed in the incoming

coordinate system defined in chapter II with the outgoing momentum

corresponding to the trajectory which passes through the center of the

HRS acceptance. The components of polarization in this frame are

ps = p [ rs cos(9p+eo) + rN sin(9p+90) ]

p N - p [ -rs sin(9p+90) + rN cos(9p+9o) ]

PL = ± P [ i - 4 - 4 j
l/2 .

The event average of the beam polarization differs slightly from this

central value because of the finite acceptance of the HRS.

Appropriate corrections are discussed in appendix B.
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Magnitude

The magnitude of the beam polarization was obtained from quench

measurements taken simultaneously with the asymmetry and outgoing

polarization data. The quench measurement of the beam polarization is

discussed in chapter III. The beam intensity was monitored by the two

ion chambers behind the target and by counting triggers in the HRS.

Both were normalized by dividing by the number of beam cycles.

Because the number of triggers is sensitive to the beam polarization,

normal and reverse beam intensities were calculated separately and

then averaged to obtain the polarized intensity.

The statistical uncertainties in these measurements are quite

small but the quench measurements are subject to other errors which

are difficult to evaluate precisely. Host important is the

normalization which can be off if there are many empty cycles or if

the beam intensity is changing on a time scale of a few minutes. We

have assigned an uncertainty of 0.02 to the the quench measurement for

each series of runs taken at a given HRS angle with particular

orientations of the beam and target polarizations.

Direction

The ratios r» and r<~ were measured during special runs taken

regularly throughout the data acquisition. A CH2 target was inserted

into the line C polarimeter for these runs allowing measurement of the
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S- and N-components of the beam polarization along with the quench

measurement of the magnitude. The ratios were obtained by dividing

the polarimeter measurements by the quench result.

The general features of the line C polarimeter are the same as

those of the other beam line polarimeters at LAMPF which are described

in reference 13. The N-component of the beam polarization is

determined by four arms in the horizontal plane containing the beam.

Each arm is a telescope consisting of two small scintillator counters.

On both the left and right sides of the beam, there is a forward arm

centered at 17 degrees and a recoil arm at 68 degrees. A proton is

said to be scattered left (right) if both counters in the left (right)

forward arm fire in coincidence with both counters in the right (left)

recoil arm. The positions of these arms guarantee that these events

correspond primarily to proton-proton elastic scattering with a small

contribution from quasielastic scattering off carbon. This reaction

is chosen because it has a very large analyzing power. Even with the

contamination from quasielastic scattering, the effective analyzing

power at 800 MeV is A = 0.473. This number is taken from reference 14

and is their value for the line B polarimeter which is very similar to

the polarimeter in line C.

The N-component of beam polarization, p^, is calculated from the

left-right asymmetry

1 L - R
PN = A I T R
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Here L can be defined as the number of left scattered events and R as

the number scattered to the right. However, this asymmetry will be

skewed if the angular acceptance of the left and and right arms are

different. This may occur if the counters are not placed

symmetrically or, more commonly, if the beam is not symmetric or

centered on the polarimeter target. The precision of the measurement

can be much higher if we combine data taken with normal and reverse

beams and assume that the polarization magnitude was the same for both

states. Because left scattering with a normal beam is the same as

right scattering with a reverse beam, we define L to be the geometric

mean of the number of left scattered normal events and right scattered

reverse events. Similarly, R is defined as the geometrical mean of

the numbers of right normal and left reverse events. With these

definitions, errors associated with instrumental asymmetries cancel to

high order.

The S-component of beam polarization is measured with an

identical arrangement of counters in the vertical plane containing the

beam. Left and right in the above discussion are simply replaced by

down and up. It is not possible to directly measure the L-component

of polarization with such a polarimeter.

The statistical uncertainty in the measurement of each component

of the beam polarization was obtained by assigning a iN uncertainty to

the number of counts for each event type (left-normal, left-reverse,

right-normal, . . . ) . An additional uncertainty of 0.01 was added in
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quadrature to each measurement to account for residual errors due to

instrumental asymmetries.

Each of the ratios r<< and r« vas assigned a single value for each

of the three orientations of the beam polarization. Each value was

calculated by taking a weighted average of all measurements and its

uncertainty was obtained by combining the standard deviation of this

average with the uncertainty arising from a ±1.0 degree fluctuation in

the direction. The size of this fluctuation and the additional

uncertainties assigned to the polarimeter and quench measurements were

chosen to be consistent with the observed fluctuations in these

ratios. The final values for the ratios rN and rs were -0.022 + 0.019

and 0.874 ± 0.010 for the first beam orientation, 0.761 ± 0.014 and

0.010 ± 0.019 for the second, and -0.743 + 0.013 and -0.010 ± 0.018

for the last. Figures 1-3 show these values and the data used to

calculate them for each orientation of the beam polarization. The

error bars on the points in these plots include only the statistical

uncertainties.

The precession angle 9 and the out of plane angle 6 were

calculated with a program which tracks protons through the magnet and

calculates their spin precession. The program is based on the field

map which accompanies the magnet and is described in appendix C. The

precession angle was 13.8 degrees and the out of plane angle varied

from 2.6 to 2.7 degrees.
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Figure IV-1

LCPO ratios Pg/p (top) and Pj/p (bottom) for the first orientation of

the beam polarization.
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LCPO ratios pg/p (top) and pN/p (bottom) for the second orientation of

the beam polarization.
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LCPO ratios Pg/p (top) and Pjj/p (bottom) for the last orientation of

the beam polarization.
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V. Target Polarization

The deuteron target was repolarized every one to four days either

because we needed to reverse the direction of the polarization or

because significant depolarization had occurred. The polarization of

the target was measured with a DMR (deuteron magnetic resonance)

signal immediately after each polarization and immediately before

repolarizing. In two cases a measurement was also taken in between

and in two other cases a power failure caused a sudden depolarization

of the target precluding the measurement before repolarizing. Regular

measurements of the asymmetry in backward proton-deuteron elastic

scattering were also made to monitor the relative target polarization.

These asymmetry measurements were not very precise because of the low

counting rate.

DMR Measurements

The deuteron has three magnetic substates because it is a spin

one particle. We quantize along the field direction (L). These

states are labelled by the magnetic quantum number m which takes on

the values +1, 0, and -1 in order of increasing energy. For a free

deuteron in a field of 25 kgauss, the energy separation between the

m = +1 and m = 0 states is the same as that between the m = 0 and

m = -1 states and corresponds to the resonance frequency of 16.34 MHz.

Denote the relative populations of these states by n+, nQ, and n_

(n+ + n Q + n_ = 1).
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The DMR signals provide a measurement of these relative

populations which can then be used to calculate the target

polarization. The populations are the expectation values of the

corresponding projection operators which can be constructed from the

spin operators J^ and J^:

| JLL

\ " " JL> ^L = \ ~ \

- JL 2

We can invert these expressions and take expectation values to express

the vector and tensor components of polarization in terms of the

relative populations:

P = <JL> = n+ - n_

PT = <JLL> = 1 - 3 nQ

The DMR signal we measure is the absorbtion near the resonance

frequency and it includes transitions between m = +1 and m = 0 states

as well as those between m = 0 and m = -1 states. The strength of the

DMR signal is proportional to n+ - nQ in the former case and to

n - n_ in the latter. The total area under the signal i& the sum of

these and is proportional to n + - n_ and hence is proportional to the

vector polarization. These areas were measured for all signals. The

constant of proportionality when the target was polarized parallel to
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the field was found to be different than that for the antiparallel

configuration. It is possible to determine the absolute polarization

if we separately measure the strengths of both transitions and make

one assumption about the relative populations of the states.

The assumption we make is that of equal spin temperatures. The

validity of this assumption is discussed in reference 15. We assume

that the populations of the spin states follow a Boltzmann

distribution which implies that the ratios n+/n and nQ/n_ are equal.

Denote this common ratio by r. The ratio of the strength of the

m - +1 to m = 0 and the m = 0 to m = -1 transitions provides a direct

measure of this ratio because

^±2 - "+ " "o - r - 1 _ r
Io_ " nQ - n_ 1 - 1/r

It is possible to measure the ratio of transitions because the

quadrupole moment of the deuteron interacts with the electric field

gradient of the propanediol molecule. This leads to a splitting of

the two transitions although the two peaks are not completely resolved

because the molecules are oriented isotropically. The complicated

fitting of this signal is discussed in reference 16. Figure 1 shows a

typical example of the signal and the fit.

The vector and tensor components of polarization can be expressed

in terms of the ratio r:
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Figure V-l

Typical DMR signal (points) and the fit (solid line) used to measure

the absolute target polarization. The dashed line is the voltage

measured without the DMR signal.
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P - r2 - 1
r2 + r + 1

r* - 2r + 1

Most of the DMR signals were fit to calculate the absolute

polarization. The ratio between the absolute vector polarization and

the signal area was determined by averaging over all such runs. This

was done separately for runs with the target polarized parallel to the

field and those with the polarization antiparallel to the field

.direction. The parallel ratio was found to be 0.626 + 0.72 and the

antiparallel was 0.670 ± 0.4%. The values assigned for the target

polarization were obtained by multiplying the measured areas by these

factors. The estimated uncertainty in the measurements is 0.01.

Table 1 and figure 2 present the values.

Because the target polarization was observed to decrease between

DMR measurements, it was necessary to interpolate between these values

to obtain the target polarization for each series of runs. The bulk

of the observed depolarization was assumed to take place during the

periods of highest beam intensity. Because the largest polarization

decrease between DMR measurements was only 0.03, an independent

uncertainty of 0.01 was assigned to the target polarization for each

series.



Date Hour P Date Hour P

Aug 11 11:15 0.235 Aug 25 19:30 0.261

13 15:00 0.228 26 22:10 0.256

27 15:15 0.252

14 19:55 -0.324

16 16:20 -0.317 27 17:45 -0.337

19 7:25 -0.304 29 15:20 -0.326

19 8:45 -0.337 29 19:00 0.245

20 12:30 -0.327 30 9:10 0.239

20 18:20 0.254 30 21:30 0.261

Sep 1 4:30 0.244

21 20:40 0.250

23 6:00 0.219 1 7:50 -0.331

2 14:45 -0.326

23 11:45 0.239

24 20:10 0.209 4 14:00 -0.380

5 8:50 -0.373

24 22:20 0.266

Table 1

Measurements of the vector polarization of the target (L direction),

The blank lines indicate a repolarization of the target.
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Figure V-2

DMR measurements of the vector polarization of the target. The points

indicated with crosses were taken with the polarization parallel to

the magnetic field (L direction) and the circles in the antiparallel

configuration. The horizontal axis is the day.
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Backward Scattering Asymmetries

The asymmetry at 180 degrees is proportional to the target

polarization and was measured regularly to monitor the relative

polarization. Our measurements of this asymmetry and the extraction

of the analyzing power A^ are discussed in appendix D. The reduced

chi squares for the fits used to calculate the analyzing power were

around 0.5 indicating that the asymmetry measurements are in good

agreement with the DMR results. However, this is only a rough check

because the uncertainties in these asymmetries are between 10 and 202

while the DMR measurements are estimated to be good to 3 or 4%.

These asymmetries were also used to provide a check of the

relative normalization between the two orientations of the target

polarization. A ratio was formed between the values of Aj, obtained

from runs taken with the target parallel to the beam and those taken

in the antiparallel configuration. The value of AQ^ L (see appendix D)

was fixed at values from -1.0 to 1.0 and this ratio varied from 1.10

to 1.05 with an uncertainty of 0.09. Thus, the relative value of the
i

DMR normalization between the two target orientations is confirmed at

a level of about 8%.
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VI. Data Reduction

The first step in calculating the asymmetries and outgoing

polarizations is to use the data written to tape to construct the

required histograms and focal plane polarimeter (FPP) sums. This

procedure is referred to as the replay of the data. The chamber

calibration procedure described below is used to determine the

parameters needed to calculate focal plane trajectories from the raw

data. These trajectories are then used to calculate kinematic

variables describing the scattering at the target and in the carbon.

Each event is subjected to to series of tests and those events passing

certain tests are included in the histograms or FPP sums.

Chamber Calibration

All of the cathode wires in each plane end at a common delay line

and the signal induced by a charged particle travels down the nearest

cathode wire to this line. The difference between the times required

for the signal to travel to the two ends of the delay line is measured

by a TDC which is started by the signal from one end and stopped by

the other. Another TDC is started by the trigger and stopped by the

signal from one of the two ends of the delay line. The information

from this TDC is combined from with that from the first to calculate

the average of the times required for the signal to reach each end.
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The time difference is used to determine which wire was nearest

the particle trajectory. Ideally, this time difference should be

quantized with each wire always producing the same value. The

difference in time for two different wires is twice the time required

for the signal to travel along the delay line by the distance

separating the wires. In practice, jitters in the electronics spread

out the distribution of times for a given wire but adjacent wires -re

generally well resolved. The wire number for each event is obtained

by truncating a second order polynomial function of the time

difference. Figure 1 shows an example of this polynomial superimposed

on the truncated polynomial. The constants which appear in this

polynomial function are determined by comparing the raw and truncated

polynomial spectra.

The average time is, up to an additive constant, just the time

required for the signal to drift to the wire (drift time) and is used

to determine the drift position (the distance from the wire). The

drift position is assumed to be a monotonic function of the drift time

and a calibration is made so that the spectrum of drift positions for

each wire is constant between zero and half a wire spacing and

vanishes elsewhere. Figure 2 shows a typical drift time spectrum and

the corresponding drift position spectrum. The first set of chamber

tests are applied to the drift times.

Knowledge of the wire number and drift position does not

completely determine the position at the plane because we must still

resolve the left-right ambiguity; i.e., we must determine on which
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Figure VI-1

Polynomial function of the time differences superimposed on the

truncated polynomial used to make wire number assignments. Units are

0.01 cm.
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Figure VI-2

Drift time (top) and corresponding drift position (bottom) spectra.

The units for the bottom figure are 0.01 cm.
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side of the wire the particle passed. This ambiguity is resolved by

comparing the two planes in a pair (i.e., the tvo planes within a

chamber which have the same orientation but are offset by half a wire

spacing). The two possible positions in one plane and the two in the

second are combined with a rough calculation of the trajectory and the

ambiguity is resolved by choosing those positions which give the best

fit to a straight line trajectory.

The calibrations discussed above determine the particle position

at each plane up to an additive offset. The difference between the

offsets for the planes within a pair is determined by comparing the

calculated positions in the two planes. A rough calculation of the

trajectory is used to predict the difference between these positions.

The difference between the predicted and observed differences is

calculated on an event by event basis and the offsets are adjusted so

that this difference averages to zero. Figure 3 shows a typical

spectrum of this difference. The small peak near channel 80 is one

wire spacing from the origin and is presumably due to wire

misidentification. The second set of chamber tests are applied to

these differences.

The average offsets for each of the pairs of planes in the front

chambers were determined by taking a run without a target with the

spectrometer set at zero degrees and the magnets set for the beam

energy. The front chamber information determines the missing mass,

horizontal and vertical scattering angles, and the y position at the

target. For this spectrometer setting, all these should average to
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Figure VI-3

Difference between the positions calculated in each of tvo paired

planes corrected for the difference expected from the trajectory.

Units are 0.01 cm.
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\

zero and the front chamber offsets were adjusted accordingly before

the replay of the FPP data.

These average offsets were not adjusted carefully for the replay

of the asymmetry d&:a. This resulted in unimportant offsets in the

calculation of the missing mass and the y position at the target and

in offsets of 0.65 and 0.16 degrees in the calculations of the

vertical and horizontal scattering angles at the target. The angular

offsets cause negligible decreases in the resolution of the scattering

angle and missing mass. The only noticeable effect is an offset of

less than 0.2 degrees in the calculation of the scattering angle.

Typical distributions of scattering angles calculated for both

asymmetry and FPP data are shown in figure 4.

Because the zero degree run was taken without the carbon blocks,

the trajectory calculated from the front chambers could be used to

predict the positions at the rear chambers. These predicted positions

were then used to determine average offsets for the rear chambers

pairs. However, the polarization measured at the focal plane is very

sensitive to the values of the rear chamber offsets relative to those

of the front chambers. For this reason, the average offsets for each

of the rear chamber pairs were checked on a run by run basis and

adjusted where necessary. This was accomplished using those events

which were not tested in the MBD. These events almost all have a very

small scattering angle in the carbon and their average analyzing power

is therefore also quite small.
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Figure VI-4

Typical distributions of scattering angles calculated with asymmetry

data at 16.5 degrees (top) and FPP data at 14 degrees (bottom). Units

are 0.1 mrad and the origin corresponds to the spectrometer setting.
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Event Tests

The events on tape are subjected to a number of tests to

determine whether they should be included in the histograms or FPP

sums. Two types of tests were used - gates and boxes. An event

passes a gate test if the value of the tested variable falls within

certain limits. A box is the same as two gates and each of two

variables must fall between certain limits for the test to be passed.

All events are first subjected to a particle identification (PID)

test which is composed of two boxes. Both boxes include the pulse

height in scintillator SI which is defined as the mean output from the

ADC's attached to the phototubes above and below the scintillator.

The other variable for the first box is the time of flight from Si to

SP1 and for the second box is the time of flight from SI to SP2. An

event passes the PID test if it passes either one of these box tests.

We chose the limits for the boxes to be quite wide because there was

no evidence for anything except protons. More than 99% of all events

pass this test. Typical boxes are shown in the scatter plots in

figure 5 where each point corresponds to an event.

The variables used for the two sets of chamber tests have already

been described. The gates on the drift time spectra were set at

channels 1 and 45 (see the top of figure 2) and the gates on the

difference spectra (figure 3) were set to reject all events outside

2 mm (20 channels). Between 20 and 25% of the events failed at least
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PID boxes. The vertical axis is the time of flight from SI to SP1

(top) or SP2 (bottom) and the horizontal axis is the pulse height in

SI.
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one of the front chamber tests and 45 to 502 failed one or more of all

chamber tests.

Another standard box test is XANG. Here one variable is the

vertical position at the focal plane and the limits were chosen to be

larger than the physical acceptance. The extreme values for the

second variable, THTCUT, occur when particles are near the limits of

the spectrometer acceptance. Between 20 and 30% of all events failed

this test. A scatter plot of these variables and the XANG box are

shown in figure 6. The distribution of vertical positions in this

figure is limited because the data was taken with SX in the trigger.

The scattering angle at the target was subjected to a gate test.

The histograms in figure 4 include events which passed all front

chamber tests and which have a missing mass in the region

corresponding to proton-deuteron elastic scattering. The same gate

was used for both asymmetry and FPP data and the limits were set at

channels -200 and 250 so that very few events were rejected in either

case.

A gate was set on the missing mass to maximize the number of

events corresponding to proton-deuteron elastic scattering while

minimizing contributions from the background and especially the

breakup and helium peaks. Different limits were used for each angle

but the same limits were used for all runs at a given angle. The

gates are shown in figures 1-4 in chapter VII and are discussed in

appendix A.
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XANG plot. The vertical axis is the composite variable THTCUT and the

horizontal axis is the vertical position at the focal plane. Units on

the horizontal axis are 0.01 en.
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The polar scattering angle in the carbon vas also subjected to a

gate test with limits 4.5 and 20.5 degrees. The analyzing power of

the carbon is well known and relatively large in this region. It is

important that the on line cut in the MBD be outside this region

because it is not necessarily symmetric and could introduce a false

asymmetry. Figure 7 shows the distribution of carbon scattering

angles without the1 MBD cut and the distribution actually written to

tape which for which about 95X of the events were tested in the MBD.

The spectrum without this cut rises sharply at small angles but there

is very good agreement between the two spectra within the gated region

between channels 785 and 3578.

The carbon block test is a box which checks the point of closest

approach of the trajectories calculated from the front and rear

chambers. One variable is the distance between the two trajectories

at closest approach and the limits were chosen to be 0 and 1.9 cm.

The other variable is the z position at closest approach where z is

the direction normal to the chambers. The limits for this latter

variable were chosen so that only those events which appeared to

scatter in the carbon were accepted. A scatter plot of these

variables and the box are shown in figure 8.

The events used to construct the missing mass histograms (i.e.,

those used to calculate the asymmetries) were required to pass all

front chamber tests as well as the XANG, PID, and scattering angle

tests. The events used in the FPP sums (i.e., those used to calculate

the focal plane polarization) were required to pass all these tests as
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Figure VI-7

Carbon scattering angle distribution written to tape and that without

the MBD cut. Units are 0.1 mrad.
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Carbon block box. The vertical axis is the distance at closest

approach and the horizontal axis is the corresponding z position. The

units on both axis are 0.01 cm.
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well as all rear chamber tests, the missing mass test, the carbon

scattering angle test, and the carbon block test. The FPP events were

also required to pass the • + n test discussed in chapter VIII.
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VII. Asymmetries

The asymmetry resulting from the beam polarization is defined as

the ratio between the difference and sum of the relative yields in the

normal and reverse beam polarization states:

Y - Ynor rev

nor + rev

The relative yield was obtained by counting the number of

proton-deuteron elastic scattering events and dividing by the relative

integrated beam intensity, the computer live time, and the chamber

efficiency. The uncertainty in each asymmetry was calculated from the

error in the estimate of the number of elastic events. Uncertainties

in the beam intensity, computer live time, and chamber efficiency are

all much smaller and have been neglected.

The computer live time was obtained by dividing the the number of

triggers counted while the computer was available for data taking by

the total number received. These were scaled and calculated

separately for normal and reverse beam.

The chamber efficiency was calculated separately for normal and
i • • i i \

reverse bean| using events which pas^ea the particle identification

test. The efficiency is the fraction of such events which riassed all

front chamber tests.
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The relative normal and reverse beam intensities were obtained

from appropriately gated scalars which read the integrated output of

the ion chambers behind the target.

The number of proton-deuteron elastic events was obtained by

fitting missing mass (excitation energy) histograms which were

compiled during the replay of the data. The fitting was done using a

modified version of the MIT computer code ALLFIT. This code uses

parameterized backgrounds and peaks to create a fit to the data by

finding those values of the parameters which minimize a chi-square

function. The chi-square function used is that appropriate to Poisson

statistics.

At all angles, the spectra were assumed to consist of a deuteron

elastic peak, a deuteron breakup peak, and a continuous background.

At 7 and 11 degrees, He and He elastic peaks were also included.

The helium contributions were handled separately because the relative

levels of He and He could change from run to run. For each series

of runs corresponding to a particular scattering angle and orientation

of the beam and target polarizations, the normal and reverse spectra

were fit simultaneously; i.e., the code minimized a single chi-square

function describing both spectra. The shape and position of each peak

were required to be the same on the two spectra while the heights were

allowed to vary independently. Separate backgrounds were constructed

for each spectrum as described below. The asymmetry and its

uncertainty were then calculated using the the final values and
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(correlated) uncertainties of the parameters describing the

proton-deuteron elastic peaks.

Peak Parameterization

The deuteron elastic peak was described with the hypergaussian

function,

(krw(l±cr)j J

Here H is the peak height, Eo and w are the peak position and width

(FWHM) in MeV, and r and a are dimensionless shape parameters. The

sign preceeding a is negative for E < Eo and positive for E > Eo and

kr = .5(ln2)
 r. The peak height was allowed to vary independently

on the two spectra. The position, width, and other shape parameters

were each allowed to vary but were required to have the same value on

normal and reverse spectra. The shape of this peak was used as a

resolution function for other peaks in the spectrum; i.e., other peaks

were assigned intrinsic shapes which they would have had if the energy

resolution had been arbitrarily high and these shapes were folded with

the resolution function to obtain the final peak shapes.

The deuteron breakup peak was described by folding the resolution

function with a broad Lorentzian distribution
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y(E) E > T
[(E-T)2+(E0-T)

2]2 + (E-T)2w2

0 E < T .

The peak height, H, was allowed to vary independently on both spectra

but the width, v, was fixed and the position, Eo, and threshold, T,

were fixed relative to the deuteron elastic peak. The fixed

parameters were determined by fitting HRS spectra taken with a liquid

deuterium target in another HRS experiment. These spectra had much

better resolution and almost no background. The width used was 20 MeV

and the position was taken 2 MeV above the threshold. The threshold

relative to the deuteron elastic peak was 2.1 MeV at 7 and 11 degrees

and 2.4 MeV at 14 and 16.5 degrees. In many cases, the position and

threshold of the breakup spectra were shifted by about one MeV and the

calculated asymmetry was found to change by an amount small compared

to its uncertainty.

The missing mass calculated for elastic proton-helium scattering

events depends on the scattering angle because the calculation is

performed assuming proton-deuteron kinematics. The intrinsic helium

elastic peak shapes and positions were obtained by assuming a uniform

scattering angle acceptance between -1.0 and 1.0 degrees and weighting

with the unpolarized cross section taken from reference 17. This

intrinsic shape was then folded with the resolution function. At 7

degrees, where the helium makes a very important contribution, some of

the runs were also fit assuming an acceptance between -0.8 and 0.8
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degrees. The asymmetries did not change significantly. The heights

of both peaks on both spectra vere allowed to vary independently.

Background

The fixed background shapes were determined from runs taken at

each angle with non-deuterated propanediol in a mock target. Protons

scattered from the hydrogen (which replaces the deuterium in the real

target) appear at an excitation energy above the fitting region.

Because the amplitude and shape of this background can depend on the

N-component of the beam polarization, the background spectra were

taken with a beam which contained a large N-component and normal and

reverse spectra were fit separately. Normal and reverse backgrounds

were obtained at 14 and 16.5 degrees by fitting with a low order

polynomial. At 7 and 11 degrees, the spectra were smoothed by

averaging over adjacent channels. These normal and reverse

backgrounds obtained from the mock target runs were then added with

appropriate weighting to create separate normal and reverse

backgrounds for each fit. Different weighting was used for different

runs because the N-component of beam polarization varied from run to

run.

Because the energy of the beam at the target could vary by a few

MeV between runs, the position of the background was defined relative
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to the proton-deuteron elastic peak. The same relative position vas

used for all fits at each angle.

The standard deuterated propanediol target was made up of closely

packed solid spheres while the mock target consisted of liquid

non-deuterated propanediol. Thus, we expect that the backgrounds

determined with the mock target will have to multiplied by a factor of

about 0.7. This factor is referred to as the background level. This

level could only be determined by the region of the missing mass

spectrum below the proton-deuteron elastic peak because the region

above includes the breakup peak which overlapped the elastic peak.

At 14 and 16.5 degrees, the background position vas determined by

simultaneously fitting eight spectra with a single variable background

position. The asymmetries were found to be insensitive to shifts of a

few MeV in this position. This is not surprising because the 14 and

16.5 degree backgrounds are fairly linear functions of missing mass.

At 11 degrees, the background contains some structure and more

precise positioning was required. This structure was obscured by the

helium elastic lines in standard runs so the position was determined

with a special run taken with the helium removed from the target.

This run was fit with various background positions and the final

position was taken to be that which gave the best fit, i.e. that with

the smallest chi-square value. The measured asymmetry for this

special run changed by only 0.002 when the position was increased or
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decreased by two channels (0.4 MeV) while the chi-square increased

from 170 to 210.

Below the proton-deuteron elastic peak at 7 degrees, the

background increases very rapidly as the missing mass decreases.

Because part of this increase is due to contributions from helium

elastic scattering, a special run taken without helium was again used

to determine the background position. The final position corresponded

to a background level of 0.73 and a reduced chi-square of 1.19. A

decrease of one channel in this relative position changed the level to

0.87 and ohi-square to 1.10. Although the chi-square appears to

represent an improvement, this level is unreasonably high. An

increase of one channel in the background position yielded a

background level of 0.61 and a chi-square of 1.57. This level is a

little low and certainly the chi-square is much worse. The asymmetry

for this run changed by less than 0.002 in both cases. All spectra

were fit one channel above and one channel below the standard position

and the average of these two changes was included in the uncertainty

in the asymmetry. There was only one run where the average change was

greater than 0.002.

The background level at 16.5 and 14 degrees was well determined

by the data (see figures 1 and 2) but it was not possible to obtain

good fits using the same background level for all runs. In the fits

used to calculate the asymmetries, the background level was varied for

each run but was required to have the same level on the normal and

reverse spectra. The levels varied from 0.70 to 0.76 at 16.5 degrees
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and from 0.66 to 0.73 at 14 degrees. Fits in which the normal and

reverse levels were allowed to vary independently gave comparable fits

to the data with slightly larger uncertainties in the calculated

asymmetries.

At 11 degrees, the helium peaks begin to overlap the

proton-deuteron elastic peak (figure 3) but, because their shapes are

very different from that of the background, the background level and

the peak heights were allowed to vary. The background level was

required to be the same on both spectra and these levels varied from

0.59 to 0.65.

At seven degrees, there is considerable overlap between the

helium and deuteron elastic peaks (figure 4) and the level was fixed

at 0.7 on both normal and reverse spectra. Fits were also made with

levels of 0.6 and 0.8 and the average change was included in the

uncertainty. This average change was generally quite small - 0.002 or

less in all but one case.

The variation of the background level from run to run indicates a

change in either the normalization or the composition of the

background. The normalization was checked by adding normal and

reverse yields for each run. This sum should be fairly constant

because parity guarantees i.h«t it cannot depend on the vector

polarization of an L-type target and the tensor polarization is small

and always in the same direction. This sum varies over a smaller

range than the background level and is not strongly correlated. This
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implies that variations in the normalization cannot explain the

observed changes in the background level.

The composition of the background could change from run to run if

it included significant contributions from helium or the walls of the

cryostat. The helium level did vary from run to run and the observed

background level may have included contributions from inelastic

scattering or tails of the elastic peak. The higher background levels

at 14 and 16.5 degrees support the idea of inelastic helium scattering

because the thresholds for these reactions lie below the deuteron

elastic peak only at these angles.

However, as the results at seven degrees indicate, the measured

asymmetry is is not very sensitive to average background level. In

order for these spurious background contributions to significantly

alter our results, their analyzing power would have to vary

dramatically with missing mass.

Results

The asymmetries and their uncertainties were taken to be those

calculated with the fit code as described above except that the

uncertainties at seven degrees were modified by adding in quadrature

the changes obtained by varying the position and level of the

background.
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The reduced chi-squared values for the fits fell between 0.8 and

1.5. The magnitudes of the asymmetries ranged from 0.04 to 0.27 and

their uncertainties from 0.005 to 0.012.
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Figure VII-1

Typical fit at 16.5 degrees. The units on the horizontal axis are MeV

and the gate is that used to select events for the FPP sums. The

total fit and background are dravn with solid lines. The dashed curve

is the background plus deuteron elastic peak and the dotted curve is

the background plus deuteron breakup.
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Figure VII-2

Typical fit at 14 degrees. The units on the horizontal axis are MeV

and the gate is that used to select events for the FPP sums. The

curves are the same as those on figure 1.
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Figure VII-3

Typical fit at 11 degrees. The units on the horizontal axis are HeV

and the gate is that used to select events for the FPP sums. The

long-short dashed curve is the background plus ^He and the dash-dot

curve is the background plus He. The remaining curves are the same

as those as on figure 1.
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Figure VII-4

Typical fit at 7 degrees. The units on the horizontal axis are MeV

and the gate was used to select events for the FPP sums. The curves

are the same as those on figure 3.
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VIII. Focal Plane Polarizations

The polarization at the focal plane was calculated by taking

appropriate sums involving the polar, 8C, and azimuthal, fc,

scattering angles in the carbon blocks. The method we used is

discussed in references 18 and 19. The latter paper deals

specifically with the HRS focal plane polarimeter. As usual, a right

handed coordinate system (S, N, L) is used to describe the

polarization with L along the direction of motion incident on the

carbon. This coordinate system and the*angles 0 C and <|>c are shown in

figure III-6. The distribution of scattering angles depends on the

transverse components of the polarization, pg and p^,

I(©c.*c) = I0
(9c> I1 + A(ec> PN C O S * C ~ A<ec> PS sin*cl G<9

C'*c> •

Here I Q ( 9 C ) is the distribution for unpolarized events, A(9C) is the

effective analyzing power for the carbon, and G(©c,$c) is the

acceptance.

We made use of the <j> + n test in which the acceptance is required

to satisfy G(9C,<|>C) = G(9c,$c+Jl). This is called the weighted sums

estimator in reference 18. The condition is enforced by discarding

events which scatter at (9C, <|>c) when (9C, <|>c + n) lies outside of the

physical acceptance. With this acceptance function, a Fourier

analysis of the angular distribution yields
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A(9C) p N

p s / I<ec,4>c) sin*c cos*c d<frc

c d+c = A(6C) p N

A(9C) p s J

where the integration is always taken over the full angular range from

0 to 2rt.

For a given polar angle, 9C, the integrals may be approximated by

event sums to obtain

Z cos«j>c = A(6C) p N E cos
2<|>c - A(0C) pg E sin<j>c cos«(>c

Z sin*c = A(9C) p N Z sin<f.c cos«)>c - A(0C) p g Z sin
2 $ c .

These equations are now weighted by the analyzing power and the full

range of polar angles is included in the event sums to obtain the

matrix equation

f Z A C0S4O C C A2 cos2<(.c -E A2 sin+c cos«0 fp^k

[-Z A sin*J l-E A2 sin<j>c cos*c E A2 sin 2* c J lpsJ .

The two components of polarization are obtained inverting the matrix

and applying it to the left hand side. The inverse matrix is

18approximately the error matrix for p^ and Pg and consequently the
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diagonal elements of this matrix are the squares of their

uncertainties.

The effective carbon analyzing power was obtained from the fit of

McNaughton et al. and was binned in one degree steps. The analyzing

power used for angles between n - 0.5 and n + 0.5 degrees was the fit

value at n degrees where n is an integer. We included only those

events with polar scattering angles between 4.5 and 20.5 degrees. The

effective analyzing power depends on the average energy of the proton

at the center of the carbon which is different for different angular

settings of the HRS. The analyzing powers used for this experiment

are listed in table 1.
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ec

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.

0,

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

7

.2223

.2454

.2549

.2543

.2484

.2413

.2351

.2305

,2272

2248

2229

2209

2186

2157

2120

2074

0

0

0

0

0

0

0,

0,

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

11

.2299

.2532

.2627

.2613

.2540

.2450

.2369

.2303

.2252

2213

2181

2151

2120

2085

2044

1995

eHRS

0

0

0

0

0

0,

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

14

.2359

.2598

.2694

.2675

.2592

.2488

.2389

,2307

2242

2190

2147

2109

2071

2031

1985

1934

0

0

C

0

0

0

0

0

0,

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

16.5

.2406

.2652

.2750

.2729

.2638

.2522

.2411

.2316

.2239

,2177

,2125

2080

2036

1992

1943

1890

Table VIII-1

Effective carbon analyzing powers used to calculate focal plane

polarizations.
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IX. Extraction of Analyzing Powers

The expression (II-3) which connects the measured asymmetries and

the analyzing powers can be rewritten as

2A0LLPT>

This expression assumes invariance under parity. The four analyzing

powers which appear on the right hand side of equation 1 have been

extracted at each angle using the least squares technique outlined in

appendix E. The asymmetry, the magnitude and two LCPO directions of

the beam polarization, and the magnitude of the target polarization

were assumed to be independent measurements and their uncertainties

were combined in quadrature to obtain the weight factors for the fit.

The uncorrelated analyzing power A Q ^ was calculated from the

measurements done by Haji-Saeid et al. This term amounts only to at

most a one percent correction to the left hand side. Systematic

uncertainties are negligible for all analyzing powers except AMQ for

which an uncertainty of 2% should be added (see appendix B).

The data set at each angle consisted of nine to eleven

measurements including each beam and target orientation and at least

two unpolarized target runs. The chi squares for the fits ranged from

2.5 to 8.2. The values and uncertainties obtained for these four

analyzing powers are given in table 1 and in figures 1-3. The values

for A^JQ have been adjusted as described in appendix B to account for

finite acceptance of the HRS. Our values for the uncorrelated
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analyzing power A^Q show good agreement with the results of Irom et

al. at the smaller angles and with those of Vinkelman et al. at

larger angles. Both of these data sets were also taken at LAMPF but

did not make use of the HRS.

It is useful to including parity violating terms because they

provide checks. Our data sets are sufficiently overcomplete that we

can add the two uncorrelated analyzing powers AgQ and A^Q as well as

the vector correlated analyzing power A ^ . Tensor correlated, parity

violating terms are not included because we do not have enough

measurements to determine all of them and the small tensor

polarization ensures little sensitivity to them. The relationship

between the asymmetry and this expanded set of analyzing powers is

+ |ALLPLP + |ANLPNP + |ANLLPNPT •

All seven of the analyzing powers which appear on the right hand side

were extracted by doing a least squares fit based on this equation.

The values obtained for the parity forbidden analyzing powers are also

presented in table 1 and in figures 1 and 2. These are generally

consistent with zero. The values obtained for the parity allowed

observables were not significantly different than those obtained with

the first fit.
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*NL

9HRS

11 14 16.5

A~n -0.001 ( 8) 0.000 ( 9) -0.010 (10) -0.006 (10)

0.001 ( 9) 0.001 ( 8) -0.001 ( 9) 0.007 ( 9)

ANQ 0.351 ( 9) 0.437 (10) 0.411 (11) 0.380 (11)

-0.008 (23) 0.042 (21) 0.009 (22) 0.004 (23)

ASL -0.014 (19) 0.029 (20) -0.014 (22) -0.037 (24)

ALL 0.139 (19) 0.078 (19) 0.027 (18) -0.007 (21)

AMTI 0.17 (31) 0.17 (32) 0.60 (33) 0.95

Table IX-1

Measured analyzing powers. Quantity in parentheses is the uncertainty

in the last digit(s). The analyzing powers marked with asterisks are

parity forbidden.
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Figure IX-1

Uncorrelated analyzing powers. The top two are parity forbidden. The

horizontal axis is the laboratory scattering angle in degrees. For

A^Q, the crosses are taken from Irom et al., the circles fro«
Q

Vinkleman et al., and our points are marked with the same symbols and

appear at the same angles as for AgQ and A L Q . The curves are

discussed in chapter XI.
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Figure IX-2

Vector correlated analyzing powers. The top one is parity forbidden.

The horizontal axis is the laboratory scattering angle in degrees.

The curves are discussed in chapter XI.
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1.5-1

0.5-

Figure IX-3

Tensor correlated analyzing power. The horizontal axis is the

laboratory scattering angle in degrees. The curves are discussed in

chapter XI.
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X. Extraction of Spin Transfer Coefficients

The polarization of the scattered proton may be expressed as a

linear function of the six spin transfer coefficients of interest and

six linear combinations of other spin transfer coefficients which do

not involve the vector polarization of the deuteron (equation II-4).

It is convenient to define twelve parameters K̂ _ (i = S,N,L;
X Si

a = 0,S,N,L) to treat both sets collectively:

Kos
K0N

K0L

KSS

KNS

KLS

KSN

KNN

KLN

KSL

KNL

= C0L

= C00

= C0L

= CS0

= CNL

= CL0

= CSL;

= CN0,

= CLL,

= CS0,

= CNL,

,S

,N '

,L

, s •

,s

,N

,N "

,N

L 4

L

f 2

h 2

1
h 2

1

' 2

1

' 2

COLL,

CSLL,

CLLL,

CNLL,

CSLL,

N

S

S

N

L

PT

PT

PT

PT

PT

r D0N

r DSS

r DLS

DNN

KLL = CL0,L + 2 CLLL,L PT + r DLL

These parameters will be determined with a least squares fit and must

be assumed to be constant. This is obviously true for the vector

parameters (OS,OL,SN,NS,NL,LN) because our angular and missing mass

acceptances did not change significantly between runs. The

combination parameters (ON,SS,SL,NN,LS,LL) are not constant because
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the tensor polarization, P™, the unpolarized background to deuteron

ratio, r, and the background spin transfer coefficients, Daj, could

vary slightly from run to run. However, because all these effects are

estimated to change the combination parameters by less than 0.01, we

have treated them as constant.

The polarization of the scattered proton measured at the focal

plane is related to that at the target by a rotation U which accounts

for spin precession in the target holding field and the fields of the

spectrometer magnets: p^P = E U|j p|. The linear relationships

between the focal plane polarizations measured for normal and reverse

beam and the parameters K • are

(1)
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Here R = YQ(d)/Y(tot) is the yield ratio for the normal beam state and

R' is the same ratio for reverse beam.

Thus, to determine the parameters Kaj, it is necessary to know

the yield ratios R and R', and the rotation matrix U in addition to

the beam, target, and focal plane polarizations. The measurement of

each of the polarizations has already been discussed.

The yield ratio can be expressed as a product of ratios,

YQ(d) Y0(d) Y(d)
R = Y(tot> Y(d) Y(tot)

The first ratio can be obtained immediately from the analyzing powers

and incoming polarizations (equation II-l). The second ratio was

obtained by fitting the spectra in a manner similar to that used for

the analyzing powers. The peaks in the fitted spectra were then

integrated over the same region over which the focal plane polarimeter

sums were taken. The uncertainty in the ratio R was taken to be 2% at

14 and 16.5 degrees, 3% at 11 degrees, and 5% at 7 degrees.

The two rotations which make up the overall spin rotation U were

evaluated separately. The spin precession in the field of the target

magnet was calculated using the field map as described in appendix C.

The rotation at 11 degrees with the ordering (S, N, L) was
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" 0.970 0.243 -0.006"

-0.243 0.970 -0.028

-0.001 0.028 1.000

The components of the rotations at the other angles were all within

0.02 of these. The precession of the proton spins in the spectrometer

magnets was assumed to take place only about the S direction and the

precession angle was calculated on an event by event basis during the

replay of the data. The average angle for each series of runs was

used to construct the rotation matrix. This angle varied from 485 to

496 degrees.

The S and N components of the focal plane polarization were

measured for both normal and reverse beam providing four measurements

for each orientation of the beam and target polarizations. These four

polarization components were not fit directly. Instead, differences

and sums of normal and reverse polarizations were fit so that an extra

uncertainty in could be added to the sums. This extra uncertainty

allows for fluctuations in the false polarization due to instrumental

asymmetries. The least squares fit described in appendix E was done

using the following four equations for each orientation of the beam

and target polarizations:

p|P(nor) - p|P(rev) = Z (x g f i a - x s > i a) K-a

p|P(nor) + p|P(rev) = I (x S | l a + x£|ia> Kia + 2 p°

- pJP(rev) = E (xN>ia - x£>ia) Kia

jP = Z (xN?ia + x£jia) Kla (2)
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The extra term in the second equation allows for a false polarization

in the S direction. A false polarization in the N direction is

absorbed by the parameter KQ^.

The uncertainties in the beam and target polarizations and in the

yield ratio as veil as those in the focal plane polarization were

included with all four equations. The extra uncertainty added to the

sums (the second and fourth of equations 2) was determined by

calculating separate chi-squares for the sums and the differences (the

first and third equations). The final value for this extra

uncertainty was chosen to be that which gave roughly equal equal

chi-squares for the sums and differences. The same value of 0.05 was

used at all angles. This uncertainty, the uncertainty in the focal

plane polarization and to a lesser extent that in the beam

polarization dominated. Final results for the six spin transfer

coefficients of interest are presented in table 1 and figures 1 and 2.

Our measurements included seven or eight sets of focal plane

polarizations at each angle because the data for one or two of the

orientations of the beam and target polarizations were taken in two

parts. The chi squares for the fits ranged from 8 to 24 corresponding

to reduced chi squares in the range 0.5 to 1.3. The chi squares for

the sums varied from 6 to 16 and those for the differences from 0.4 to

11. The final value for the extra uncertainty in the sums is somewhat

larger than the observed fluctuation in the S-component of false
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9HRS

11 14 16.5

:0L S -0.035 ( 42) 0.007 ( 37) -0.051 ( 42) -0.082 ( 53)

CQL L 0.120 ( 58) 0.055 ( 49) 0.001 ( 52) 0.077 ( 63)

CSL N -0.014 (104) 0.040 ( 96) -0.009 (110) 0.006 (158)

CNL S -0.044 ( 72) -0.044 ( 64) 0.000 ( 66) -0.102 ( 88)

CNL L -0.076 (132) -0.061 ( 97) 0.088 ( 94) 0.205 (114)

CLL N -0.102 (129) -0.077 (104) -0.251 (116) -0.185 (163)

Table IX-1

Measured spin transfer coefficients. Quantity in parentheses is the

uncertainty in the last digits.
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Figure X-l

Spin transfer coefficients C Q L s, C Q L L, and C g L > N. The horizontal

axis is the scattering angle in degrees. The curves are discussed in

chapter XI.
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Figure X-2

Spin transfer coefficients C N L s, C N L L , and C L L > M. The horizontal

axis is the scattering angle in degrees. The curves are discussed in

chapter XI.
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polarization, pg. The four different angles gave values of 0.07,

0.04, 0.02, and 0.01 for this parameter.
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XI. Conclusions

The observables measured in this experiment do not, by

themselves, place any tight constraints on the theoretical description

of proton-deuteron elastic scattering because of its complex spin

structure. Instead, this experiment is one of a series whose results

will be combined to completely determine the proton-deuteron elastic

scattering matrix at the energy and over the range of momentum

transfer discussed here. Other experiments in the series include the

first part of LAMPF experiment 685 performed in the summer of 1983

with an N-type target and the unpolarized target experiments described

in references 8-11. The existing data, when completely analyzed, will

probably be barely adequate for this task and an attempt to

reconstruct the scattering matrix will reveal which, if any,

experiments are required to complete the job. We are also performing

a series of experiments covering a region of higher momentum transfer

which will be used to extend these res1 "• t'

It is, of course, possible to use a scattering matrix taken from

a theoretical calculation to make predictions for any observable. We

present the results for a few such calculations, compare with our

measured values, and make a few preliminary comments.

The calculations discussed here are extensions of the multiple

scattering theory developed in reference 22. The scattering of a

proton from a deuteron is described as the sum of single and double

scattering terms in which the incident proton scatters from one or



both of the nucleons in the deuteron. The components of the

calculation are a deuteron wave function, separate scattering matrices

to describe the proton-proton and proton-neutron interactions, and,

for double scattering, a propagator for the intermediate state

nucleon. The wave function used in the calculations discussed here is

that of reference 23 and the propagator is that which follows from the

free Dirac equation. A major development since the publication of

reference 22 is the introduction of relativistic nucleon-nucleon

scattering matrices which are expressed in terms of Dirac operators

instead of Pauli operators.

Assuming invariance under parity and time reversal, the on-shell

part of either nucleon-nucleon matrix may be written as the sum of

five independent spin operators (either Pauli or Dirac) each

multiplied by a complex function of an energy variable and a momentum

transfer variable. These functions are evaluated by requiring that

the matrices be in agreement with the nucleon-nucleon phase shift

analysis of reference 24. The off-shell parts of the matrices are

determined by using tiie on-shell values and ignoring possible

dependences on off-shell parameters. There is some ambiguity present

in the choice of energy (Ecm,
 EiaD»

 s» •••) ant* momentum transfer

^®cm' ®lab' t' *'•) variables and their definitions off-shell.

However, much more serious ambiguities are present in the relativistic

matrices since there are many more than five invariant (under parity

and time reversal) Dirac operators which are independent off-shell.

The off-shell behavior of these scattering matrices depends on the

representation (i.e., on which five independent operators are used to
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construct each matrix) even though all representations are required to

have the same on-shell behavior. The motivation for introducing the

more complicated relativistic form is the improvement often obtained

in the description of other proton-nucleus scattering processes (e.g.,

references 1-4).

Here we present predictions based on two different

representations of the nucleon-nucleon scattering matrices. The first

is

FNN = A

and the second is obtained by replacing the last term with

^ V Y v Y 5 ) where qy is the four momentum transfer. The

notation used for the Dirac operators y, y^, and ffuv is that of

Bjorken and Drell. In each term, one Dirac operator acts in the

spin space of the incident proton and the other in that of the target

proton or neutron. The coefficients A, B, C, D, and E are functions

of energy and momentum transfer as discussed above. The predictions

are presented as curves on figures 1-3 of chapter IX and figures 1 and

2 of chapter X. The first curves (dotted) were calculated using only

the single scattering term and so are the same for the nonrelativistic

calculation or a relativistic calculation based on any representation

of the nucleon-nucleon scattering matrices. The other two predictions

include both single and double scattering terms and make use of

relativistic representations of the nucleon-nucleon amplitudes. The
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first of these (dashed) uses the representation in the equation above

and the second (solid) uses the modified version.

Most of the observables we measured were found to have values

near zero in agreement with any of these theoretical calculations.

Two exceptions are the analyzing powers A^Q and Ar^ for which there is

some discrepancy between the measured and predicted values. Although

the inclusion of double scattering does not improve these predictions,

it does have some effect indicating that double scattering can make

significant contributions even in this small momentum transfer region.

Another possible explanation for the discrepancy between prediction

and experiment is that the neutron-proton phase shifts are still not

completely determined in our energy range. However, neutron-proton

scattering is a very active region experimentally and these should be

better determined in the near future. Once the on-shell

nucleon-nucleon scattering matrices have been well determined, this

and other proton-deuteron elastic experiments may provide important

information about the off-shell character of the nucleon-nucleon

interaction.
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A. Background Contributions to the Outgoing Polarization

The subset of events used to calculate the polarization of the

scattered proton includes events from other reactions in addition to

those from proton-deuteron elastic scattering. Here we first

demonstrate that the unpolarized background contributions can be

described collectively with a single set of constant spin transfer

coefficients. We then discuss our neglect of contributions from

inelastic proton-deuteron scattering. Finally, the missing mass gates

used in the event selection are described.

Most of the background involves scattering from unpolarized

nuclei in the target. Assume each reaction s contributes Y(s) events

vith polarization components p^(s) (i = S,N,L) to this background.

The net polarization of the background is just the weighted average

where Y(bg) = Z Y(s). The outgoing polarization for each reaction

depends on the beam polarization, p (a = 0,S,N,L; PQ = 1), and the

spin transfer coefficients, D •(s), which describe the reaction:

Y0(s)

) = Z D

Here YQ is the number of events that would have been obtained with an

unpolarized beam. The net polarization is
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Y0(s)
p i ( b g ) - z YTbgT z

We would like to collectively treat all contributions from

unpolarized background materials. This is accomplished by introducing

effective spin transfer coefficients, Da^, which satisfy

where YQ(bg) is the background yield with an unpolarized beam.

Comparing the previous two equations, we find

Y0(s)
D " * D
a l Y0(bg)

 a

These effective coefficients are useful only if they remain fairly

constant which will be true as long as the ratios YQ(s)/YQ(bg) do not

change significantly from run to run. Because these ratios only

involve unpolarized yields, the effective coefficients do not depend

explicitly on the beam or target polarization. It is only necessary

to ensure that the event selection be the same for all runs. This was

accomplished on line by using the same target for all runs and

regularly verifying that the position of the beam on the target had

not changed. Off line, the missing mass gate used to select events

for the outgoing polarization calculation was set at the same position

for all runs at each angle. Also, the gate at seven degrees was .set
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to minimize contributions from the helium elastic peaks because the

helium level varied between runs.

A few breakup events in which protons scatter inelastically from

the polarized deuterons are also included in the calculation of the

scattered proton polarization. Using the same arguments as for the

unpolarized background, we find that the deuteron observables that we

measure are actually a mixture of elastic and inelastic observables.

Denote the elastic and inelastic yields by Y(el) and Y(in),

respectively and let Y(d) be the sum of these. Equations 2 of chapter

II remain valid with YQ = Y0(el), Y = Y(d), and

Y0(in)
Ca«,i =Ca«,i(el> + 7 T y

The gates on the missing mass spectra were chosen to minimize the

contribution of these inelastic processes so that the yield ratio in

the second term was always less than 0.02. For this reason, the

contribution of this inelastic process has been ignored.

One of the tests used for selecting events to be used in the

calculation of the scattered proton polarization was a gate on the

missing mass spectrum. The right hand limit (greater missing mass)

was chosen to keep the contribution from deuteron breakup below the

level discussed above. At seven degrees, the left hand side was set

to minimize contributions from the helium elastic peaks which increase

rapidly with decreasing missing mass. At the other angles, the left

hand limit was chosen to minimize the statistical errors in the
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calculation of the observables. At each angle, the same gate was used

for all spectra and the value used for the incident energy was

adjusted so that the proton-deutercn elastic peak appeared at the same

position for all runs. Typical spectra and the gates used are shown

in figures 1-4 of chapter VII.
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B. Systematic Corrections and Uncertainties

Here we discuss the importance of systematic uncertainties in the

beam and target polarizations. We also discuss out of plane

corrections due to the finite acceptance of the HRS. These systematic

corrections and uncertainties are not important except in the

relatively precise measurements of AJJQ and the 180 degree A^. The

statistical uncertainties for the values of AJ^Q are between 2 and 32

and the uncertainty for AT, is 4X at 180 degrees. The statistical

uncertainties for all other observables and angles are greater than

10%.

The systematic uncertainty in the magnitude of the beam

polarization is that inherent in the quench measurement. Although

12 13
this uncertainty can be as small as 0.5%, ' i t will be larger under

normal running conditions unless special attention is devoted to the

measurement. We estimate this uncertainty to be 2%. This systematic

uncertainty contributes significantly only to the uncorrelated

analyzing power AJ^Q and the 180 degree analyzing power ALL.

The systematic uncertainty in the target polarization is

estimated tc be less than 0.01. The observables involving the

vector polarizations of the target depend primarily on the difference

between the polarization in the parallel and anti-parallel

configurations. These values were typically around 0.24 and -0.33.

Assigning an uncertainty of 0.01 to each and combining these values in

quadrature, we find this difference to have an uncertainty of 2.5X.
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This is the systematic uncertainty due to the target polarization

which we assign to the observables. It contributes significantly only

to A.* at 180 degrees.

The finite acceptance of the HRS implies in general that

systematic corrections must be made to the S- and N-components of the

beam and target polarizations to account for out of plane scattering.

These corrections are required because the event averaged values for

these components are not the same as the values corresponding to the

center of the spectrometer acceptance. These corrections are

discussed for the case of an unpolarized target in references 21 and

19. There are no corrections to the target polarization because it is

purely L-type. The S-component of the beam polarization for the first

beam type and the N-component for the last two types have been

approximately overestimated by 1.4, 0.6, 0.3, and 0.2% at 7, 11, 14,

and 16.5 degrees, respectively, These corrections are negligible

except for the uncorrelated analyzing power A«Q for which the values

have been increased by the above factors. The more complicated

corrections to the scattered proton polarizations have been neglected

because the statistical uncertainties for the corresponding

observables are fairly large.
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C. Trajectories and Spin Precession

The magnetic field used to maintain the target polarization

changes the trajectories of the scattered protons and causes the spin

of both incident and scattered protons to precess. Here we briefly

discuss the equations which underlie the program used to calculate the

trajectories and spin precession.

The trajectory is obtained from the usual equation of motion for

a charged particle in a magnetic field:

^£ - q
dt c ~

The momentum can be expressed in terms of the velocity, p = ymv, where

Y = l/Hl-(v/c)2 is constant because a magnetic field can change orily

the direction and not the magnitude of the velocity. The change of

velocity during an infinitesimal time At is

Ay = -9- (y x B) At .

The computer code makes use of this expression and the change of

position Ax = v At to calculate the trajectory in small but finite

increments At.

The calculation of the spin precession is more complicated. In

27
the laboratory frame, the spin precession is given by
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dS q
77 = s
dt me ~

(f - 1 + h B - (f - 1) -*- -L (v-B) y]
[2 Y 2 Y+1 c2 ~ ~ ~J

where g is the gyromagnetic ratio. But we wish to use a frame of

reference which is attached to the changing direction of the velocity.

We define an orthonormal coordinate system (S, N, L) with L along the

direction of motion and S in the horizontal plane:

L =

c —

N =

V

V

y X L
sine

T V C
L> A a

Here y is a unit vector in the vertical direction and 6 is the angle

between y and L.

To calculate the spin precession in this non-inertial frame of

reference, we must include the time rate of change of the coordinate

system. It is convenient to express the magnetic field strength in

this coordinate system, B. = B*i (i = S,N,L). The necessary rates are

dL = 1 £Y
dt v dt

= -3- (-BN S + Bs N)
ymc " a

dS = sine y x (dL/dt) - (y x L) (cose de/dt)
dt " sin2e

= -9- (-cote BN N + BN L)
ymc " "
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dt dt dt

= -3- (cote BN S - B- L) .vine

The time rate of change of each component of the spin is given by

dsi ds, : di
dt dt dt i » •

The change of spin in the time At is

(2 " 1} (BN SS ' BS SN>

lf BL " COt6 BN' SN " ̂  <f " X> % 1 S L

COt9 %' S S + ^ < f - X> BSJ s L } At

The total spin precession is calculated by adding these

contributions along the length of the trajectory.
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D. Backward Scattering

Runs were regularly taken to measure the asymmetry in backward

proton-deuteron elastic scattering. These runs determine the

analyzing power A,, at a scattering angle of 180 degrees and provide a

rough check of the DMR measurement of the target polarization. For

these runs, the HRS was moved to zero degrees and the fields of the

spectrometer magnets were set to detect the recoil deuterons. The

scattered protons were not detected. The carbon blocks were removed

and the usual trigger (without SX) was used. Most of the data were

taken with a beam intensity of 2 x 10 protons/sec which provided

about 10 events/second.

Extraction of Asymmetries

As at the other angles, each of the backward scattered events was

subjected to a series of tests and only those passing all tests were

included in the missing mass histograms. These tests included the

front chamber and PID tests described in chapter VI and one additional

test, THTPHI. The limits for the PID tests were chosen to select out

deuterons and typical scatter plots are shown in figure 1. The small

cluster of events with smaller pulse heights and shorter times of

flight correspond to protons. About 95X of the events passed the PID

test. THTPHI is a box cut on the horizontal and vertical scattering

angles at the target and a scatter plot is shown in figure 2. The

events and the box in the THTPHI plot are not centered about the
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Figure D-l

PID boxes. The vertical axis is the time of flight from SI to SP1

(top) or SP2 (bottom) and the horizontal axis is the pulse height in

SI.
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Figure D-2

THTPHI box. The horizontal and vertical axis are the vertical and

horizontal scattering angles at the target. Units are 0.1 mrad.
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origin because the calculations of the vertical and horizontal

scattering angles contain the offsets discussed in chapter VI.

However, the distribution of events and the sizes of the offsets

indicate that the box is centered well within 0.2 degrees of the true

center of the spectrometer acceptance.

Asymmetries were obtained by fitting the missing mass spectra

using the code ALLFIT as described in chapter VII. The spectrum was

assumed to consist of a background and a proton-deuteron elastic peak

which was parameterized in the same way as those at the other angles.

The peak shape and position vere allowed to vary but were required to

be the same on the normal and reverse spectra while the peak heights

were allowed to vary independently. The background shape was obtained

by fitting runs taken with the mock target filled with non-deuterated

propanediol. The saiae background shaoe was used for normal and

reverse spectra and for all runs. A typical spectrum and fit are

shown in figure 3.

Most of the runs were fit using the yield normalization discussed

at the beginning of chapter VII both to establish the normal to

reverse background level ratio and to calculate the asymmetry. Only

the average background level was allowed to vary in these fits. All

spectra could not be fit in this way because the first few runs were

taken without the ion chambers used to monitor the beam intensity.

Asymmetries for these spectra were obtained by allowing the two

background levels to vary independently during the fit. These levels

were then used as the normalization for the calculation of the
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Figure D-3

Typical fit of a backward scattering spectrum. The units on the

horizontal scale are HeV.
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asymmetry. The spectra taken with the ion chambers in were also fit

in the second manner as a check and the agreement between the two was

quite good.

Calculation of A^L

The general expression, II-l, giving the parity invariant cross

section for scattering from an L-type target is simplified at 180

degrees:

Y - Y0 I1 + |ALLPLP + |

If the acceptance is finite and not centered, then other terms which

depend on the beam polarization may contribute. However, these

contributions tend to be small because they must vanish at 180 degrees

and must have opposite sign on opposite sides of this point. From

this expression, we calculate the usual asymmetry due to the beam

polarization:

|ALLPLP

This expression can be made linear in the observables if we allow the

right hand side to have a slight dependence on the asymmetry:

|ALLPLP - |A0LLPTe
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This equation was used as the basis for a least squares fit as

described in appendix E. The uncertainties in the beam and target

polarizations as well as those in the asymmetries were included.

The fit in which both analyzing powers were free to vary gave a

value of -0.30 ± 0.04 for ALL and -0.46 ± 3.19 for AQLL. Because the

uncertainty for AQ L, is very large, fits were also made with this

parameter fixed. Such fits are equivalent to taking weighted averages

because only one free parameter remains. The value of AQ^L was taken

to be -1.0, 0.0, and 1.0 and the resulting values for ALL were -0.289,

-0.301, and -0.313, respectively, each with an uncertainty of 0.012.

Using these values and including in quadrature the systematic

uncertainties described in appendix B, we obtain the more precise

result, I

ALL + 0.012 A0LL = -0.301 ± 0.015 .

If the acceptance is not symmetric in either the vertical or

horizontal scattering angle, then the measured asymmetry may include

contributions from other analyzing powers. As a check, a least

squares fit was also done based on equation 2 of chapter IX with A Q L L

and AJ^L fixed at zero. The value for Aj^ changed by less than the

uncertainty in the above expression and all other analyzing powers

were found to be zero within their uncertainties.
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E. Least Squares Fit

The asymmetries and outgoing polarizations which we measure both

have a linear dependence on the observables of interest. The

coefficients multiplying the observables depend on the beam and target

polarizations, the deflection and spin precession of the piotons in

the magnetic fields, and the yield ratios. Hare we detail the linear

least squares fit used to extract the observables from our

measurements.

The measurement y has a linear dependence on the observables C

which we wish to determine:

The method of least squares finds the values of the observables which

minimize the chi square defined by

X2 = I w. (y. - L x a.C a)
2 . (1)

The sum is taken over all measurements labelled by the index i. The

reduced chi square is obtained by dividing the chi square by the

number of degrees of freedom which is defined as the number of

measurements minus the number of free parameters.

We solve this minimization problem in the usual way. Requiring

the derivative of chi square with respect to each C a to be zero gives
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M(3«Ca

where v~ = £ wiyixfti anc' ̂ g = ^ wix6ixai" T^e ^a a r e t n e n obtained

from equation 2 by inverting the matrix H. The inverse of M is the

error matrix.

If we neglect uncertainties in the coefficients xaj and assume

the uncertainty in the measurement yj has a gaussian distribution,

then equation 1 follows from maximum likelihood. With these

assumptions, the weight factor w.. is the reciprocal of the square of

the standard deviation of the measurement y^. The diagonal elements

of the error matrix then give the squares of the standard deviation

uncertainties in the observables and the off diagonal elements give

the error correlations:

<(Ca-Ca*)(Cg-Cg*)> = ( M -
1 ) ^ •

Here C a is the true value of

However, for our measurements, uncertainties in the coefficients

x . can make the uncertainty in the right hand side of equation 1

comparable to that of the left. To account for this, we replace the

uncertainty in y- with that in the difference ŷ  - I xni^a' I-e-> by

assuming this difference has a gaussian distribution and invoking

maximum likelihood, we are led to define the weight factor w^ as the

inverse square of the standard deviation uncertainty in the

difference. This uncertainty includes contributions from
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uncertainties in the beam and target polarizations and the yield ratio

as well as that in the asymmetry or outgoing polarization.

The only drawback of this technique is that the weight factors

now depend on the values of the observables Ca. Ve neglect this

dependence when taking the the derivatives to minimize chi square and

again obtain equation 2. If the final values of the observables

differ significantly from those used to calculate the weight factors,

then the new values are used to recalculate these factors which are

then used to recalculate the observables. This procedure converges

quickly. The interpretation of the final error matrix M is the

same.
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